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Description 
Hackathon - The show was performed to present the details about the hackathon conducted in 

Narayanamma on Feb 6 in association with IETE. 

Updates on examination fee - The show was performed as a reminder about the semester 

examination fee payment in SPEC. 

Narayanamma Hackathon - The show was performed to inform about the event going to be 

conducted in Narayanamma. 

Black Day - The show was performed in the mark of 2 ycars of the Pulwama Terror Attack. 

CBIT event - The show was aired in informing about the CBIT online event for designers. 

IPL All the IPL. cvents are the reviews of the matches played. 

Ugadi- The show was performed stating the history and importance of the festival. 

Sri Rama Navami - The show was performed stating the history and importance of the festival. 

Vaccine - The show was aired in causing awareness and the availability of COVID-19 

vaccination. 

Social Media Negativity - To cause awareness on the negative side of using social media and the 

scenarios it's been effecting. 

Blood Donation - The show was aired mentioning about the importance of blood donation and 

deaths caused due to blood availability crisis. 

Internship -To let people know about the benefits in doing an internship in and about the 

platform Internshala. 

Personal Health Care -To know about the emergency rescue aid on what to be done in panic

situations like heart attack, heat stroke, etc. 

Mothers Day - The importance of mother and her presence in our lives. 

Top 10 games in PC- The top 10 games in the world, in Mobile and Computer versions. 

Nurse Day - The importance of nurses in betterment of patients 
Lockdown - The update on lockdown due to the second wave of Corona.

Ramzan -The show was performed stating the history and importance of the festival. 

Good and Bad in cricket betting- To cause awareness about the pros and cons in Cricket 

betting. 
COVID-19-To causc awareness about the safety measures to be taken due to the 2" wave of 

corona and the spread through air. 

Felicita - The update about the CSE event FELICITA and its programs. 

Benefits of OTT platform release - The benefits in releasing movies on online platforms like 

prime and Netflix during the Covid times. 



Why do dogs have short lifespans - The rcasons on why animals like dogs have a short lifespan

when compared to others. 

Freelancing 
- The pros and cons about being a freclancer and making it as a carecroption.

Telangana 
Formation Day - The history and struggle on and about Telugu statle bilurcation 

World 
Environment Day - The importance of protecting the environment for our survival. 

Role of music in our life - The importance of music in our life in gearing up at happy and worst

imes. 

Automation 
- The future of Automation in present 

trends. 

ICSPEC - The update about international 
conference being conducted in association with St. 

Peter's Engineering College where engineers, 
academicians across the world present

about their

ideas and sponsor new ideas. 

Fathers Day - The importance of fatherand his presence in our lives. 

Special show on fathers day - A 6-hour show on songs 
about father. 

International Yoga Day -
Awareness about Yoga and its impact in our lives when practicing it. 

Olympics Day- The history of Olympics on account of World Olympics Day. 

SPECTRON 
- The update about the ECE event 

SPECTRON and its programs. 

Events conducted: 55 
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RJ training session with RJ Harshita (Younify trainer) 
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RJ training session with RJ Harshita (Younify traincr) 
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